
Abstract

This diploma thesis with the title Teaching objects in the Czech language in primary schools 

– analysis of the current state

is theoretical work which compares realizations of targets in syntax area at 

elementaries schools. It observes realization of targets included in basic curriculum document 

of Czech Republic (the Framework Educational Program, the FEP) in school educational 

programs. It observes realization of targets included in the General Educational Program, the 

GEP by didactic textbooks.

Theoretical part of this diploma thesis compares targets of the FEP and some 

documents which can inspirate teachers at teaching about syntax. These documents are the 

best-selling textbooks published at Alter, SPN and Fraus publishers and lessons about syntax 

published at metodical web by GEP (by web www.ceskeskolstvi.cz from 1st of October 

2012). (odkud cerpas dej na konec vety) There is an assumption created on the base of their 

significance that their targets are the same as GEP‘s targets.

Practical part analyses schools educational programs at selected schools at North 

Bohemia. We talk about 29 schools. Because of competition at municipal and rural schools 

we compare documents from both of these areas. Municipal schools are choosen from Ústí 

nad Labem, Liberec and Jablonec nad Nisou. This diploma works on the assumption that the 

school educational programs fulfill requests of the GEP and they give the same space to all of 

required targets. 

This diploma grows up to this conclusion. The first assumption is not fulfilled. The 

second assumption is not fullfilled. Targets of syntax area in these days the best-selling 

textbooks are not the same with targets of syntax area the GEP. Targets of czech language 

area – syntax which are presribed by the FEP are not fulfilled by author’s opinion because of 

this: some of them are not mentioned at school educational programs at all and others are 

prefered the other way around. Diploma thesis points at situation at northbohemian schools 

where syntax langure is signally prefered before syntax parol.

This diploma thesis works on theoretical monitoring based on study of proposed 

school educational programs and endless abstract and content can a little differ from the GEP. 




